BREAKTHROUGH
leadership development that works

Build New Value
Created in partnership with MGL clients,
BREAKTHROUGH has been designed to help
managers become strategic leaders and create
new value for both themselves and the
organisations they serve.

How do you improve your leadership?
There are major challenges facing leaders today who seek to shape organisations. New
problems require new models of leadership and this in turn means that leaders have to
constantly make adjustments to remain relevant and effective. Leaders need to have a raft of
strategies to lead in an agile environment and remain authentic and true to their values.

What will you gain from this process?
●

Clarity about your values and leadership style,
and knowledge about how to use your strengths
to build a leadership culture around you.

●

Tools and strategies that allow you to implement
a leadership development plan to improve the
performance of your management team.

●

Support from a highly experienced leadership
coach to enable you to continue to grow by
putting your ideas into action and challenging
you to explore new solutions to old issues.

Breakthrough is a development
programme that will challenge you
and push you to question your
behaviours, motivations and beliefs.
To do this we take a very
personal approach to how
we support you. We ask you
to publish your career goals
and identify the challenges
you want to overcome.
Your personal coach will use
this information to help you
create a plan to succeed.
Your coach will push you to
try harder and relentlessly
ask you for more.

Each coaching session,
following the workshop
phase, will be an opportunity
to reflect and learn from
your past actions allowing
you to gain in depth insights
into your personal leadership
philosophies. You will use
this knowledge to make small
adjustments that create
tremendous value for you
and your team.

Building your story
The organisation that you are trying to shape and
influence is shaping and influencing you;
understanding this dynamic will allow you to be a
more effective leader. The implementation of
tools and strategies, together with coaching, will
enable you to develop a robust approach to
leading others that will transform your team and
your organisation.
Your story will develop over time as you use
leadership tools to shape the future you want and
achieve the success you deserve.

Tim is an inspirational
professional coach.
His approach was
engaging and
infectious
Marc Hale
I.T. Leader | Cloud | Agile |
Transformation - Singapore

Is this development
progamme for you?
This development process is suitable for
executives and senior managers seeking to fine
tune their leadership capabilities and willing to
invest the time it takes to become more effective.
BREAKTHROUGH is for those who aspire to take
on more senior and more challenging roles or
those who have just made such a move.

Who has done this before you
Roles:
● Chief Customer Officer
● CFO
● CEO
● Global Head of Architecture
● Chief Technology Officer
● Director
● Vice President
● Founder
● Director of Data Structure
● Head of UX

Companies:
● Thomson Reuters
● Barclays Bank
● Workshare
● CAT
● CRP
● Zayed University
● TTS
● Nomura International
● News UK
● Panasonic

Tip
Don’t leave your career
to chance. Set goals,
commit to personal
development and
realise your potential

There are as many leadership styles
as there are leaders; it’s making
sure you aim to be a great leader
that makes the difference.

BREAKTHROUGH Timeline
Phase 1

Prework
Sign on, complete your coaching kickoff, execute the MGL open 360˚ and
set your development goals.

Implement your leadership plan
Learn how to leverage your unique style
One-on-one coaching and mentoring
Real world application of learning

2020

Closure
Share your successes with the group
Receive feedback and support
Continue your development process.

2021

Phase 2
Workshop
Introduction to MGL models. Translate
your goals into a leadership development
plan using the tools and experiences from
the workshop

Peer- learning web meetings - learning from others
Recieve support and feedback
Mentoring from industry leader
Challenge from specialist leadership coach
Results from transformed behavior

Workshop Agenda
Day one
Introduction to toolbox and Journal
Explore leadership challenges – debrief 360
Develop a commitment for change
Use DUET® model to build a strategy for a
wining culture

Day two
Strategic Execution Model® and Vison Panel®
Mapping the stakeholders needed for change
Building problem-solving engine via Team
Solutions Model®
Understanding mindsets via Performance
Lifecycle Model®
Dinner with thegroup

Investment options
Workshop :
$7,350

This includes all materials,
toolbox, journal,
refreshments, 3 post
workshop coaching sessions

Team Plus $37,400

1 inhouse session with
your team (plus expenses)

Day three
Combining tools to improve performance conversations
Coaching leadership mindsets
Understanding your Value via LMO® model
Create your leadership success plan

Coaching Plus $6,750 per
quarter

Incentive and scalability
pricing options
available

Tip
Focusing on creating
value and not simply
delivering goals will
change how others
see you forever.

What clients are saying
Tim is a first class
coach, leader and
mentor who inspires
performance beyond
the norm.
Christopher Bannocks
Group Chief Data Management Officer
at ING - Holland

Apply for BREAKTHROUGH
and make your career even
better by joining
the MGL community.
Tip

If you always do what
you have always done,
you will always get what
you have always got.

Henry Ford

What clients are saying
We made
tremendous progress
that I believe would
not have been
possible without
Tim's presence
Eleanor O'Neill
Chief Customer Experience Officer at
Workshare - London

Luck is not a strategy BREAKTHROUGH is!
We want you to consider this opportunity and
apply for a place on BREAKTHROUGH.

Once you apply, we will send you an e-book
and give you the opportunity to talk with us
directly before making a commitment.

Join BREAKTHROUGH and realise your potential.
For more information about MGL servicesUS: chris@makinggreatleaders.com
+1 203 253 2836
UK: tim@makinggreatleaders.com
+44 7872 322237

